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Abstract
Deep drawing and Hydro-Assisted Deep Drawing (HDD) are the 
two conventional methods for production of cylindrical cups. In 
this paper, various cylindrical work pieces have been produced 
with various dies radius with different fluids and FEA values of 
radial & hoop- stresses for increased blank sizes are compared with 
experimental results. For increasing drawing ratio in the Hydro-
Assisted deep drawing, pressure chamber must be calculated and 
exerted properly by varying various viscous fluids. Limited tearing 
pressure curve have been obtained with finite element simulation. 
There are several types of deep drawing process, in that hydro-
assisted deep drawing process is used. In the hydro-assisted deep 
drawing process fluid with some velocity in injected between die 
and punch. Finally comparison of theoretical & FEA radial & 
axial stresses for various blanks sizes 
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I. Introduction
In forming processes the final part is exactly defined by 
dimensions, tolerances and mechanical properties. In order to 
achieve the production with low costs it is necessary to control the 
production in every single detail. We need a detailed understanding 
of the parameters affecting the production process and the final 
product.
The most used numerical method for numerical simulation of the 
forming process is finite elements method (FEM). The numerical 
simulations included the evaluation of the influence of various 
factors on the production process, the analysis of various test 
geometry, as well as the evaluation of loads on the production 
process. The problems of deep-drawing process are studied on 
the simple rectangular cup example.

A. Deep Drawing
Deep drawing is a sheet metal forming process in which a sheet 
metal blank is radially drawn into a forming die by the mechanical 
action of a punch. It is thus a shape transformation process with 
material retention. The process is considered “deep” drawing when 
the depth of the drawn part exceeds its diameter. This is achieved 
by redrawing the part through a series of dies.

Fig. 1: An Illustration of Deep Drawing

The flange region (sheet metal in the die shoulder area) experiences 
a radial drawing stress and a tangential compressive stress due 
to the material retention property. These compressive stresses 
(hoop stresses) result in flange wrinkles (wrinkles of the first 
order). Wrinkles can be prevented by using a blank holder, the 
function of which is to facilitate controlled material flow into the 
die radius.

B. Process
The total drawing load consists of the ideal forming load and an 
additional component to compensate for friction in the contacting 
areas of the flange region and bending forces as well as unbending 
forces at the die radius. The forming load is transferred from the 
punch radius through the drawn part wall into the deformation 
region (sheet metal flange). In the drawn part wall, which is in 
contact with the punch, the hoop strain is zero whereby the plane 
strain condition is reached. In reality, mostly the strain condition 
is only approximately plane. Due to tensile forces acting in the 
part wall, wall thinning is prominent and results in an uneven part 
wall thickness. It can be observed that the part wall thickness is 
lowest at the point where the part wall loses contact with the punch, 
i.e., at the punch radius. The thinnest part thickness determines 
the maximum stress that can be transferred to the deformation 
zone. 
Often components are partially deep draw in order to create a 
series of diameters throughout the component (as in the image 
of the deep draw line). It common use to consider this process 
as a cost saving alternative to turned parts which require much 
more raw material.
Variations
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Deep drawing has been classified into conventional and 
unconventional deep drawing. The main aim of any unconventional 
deep drawing process is to extend the formability limits of 
the process. Some of the unconventional processes include 
hydromechanical deep drawing, Hydroform process, Aquadraw 
process, Guerin process, Marform process and the hydraulic deep 
drawing process to name a few.
Conventional Hydroforming

Fig. 2: Working of Hydroforming Drawing

Hydro-Assisted is a cost-effective way of shaping ductile metals 
such as aluminum, brass, low alloy steels, stainless steel into 
lightweight, structurally stiff and strong pieces. One of the largest 
applications of Hydro-Assisted is the automotive industry, which 
makes use of the complex shapes possible by Hydro-Assisted to 
produce stronger, lighter, and more rigid unibody structures for 
vehicles. This technique is particularly popular with the high-end 
sports car industry and is also frequently employed in the shaping 
of aluminium tubes for bicycle frames. 
Hydro-Assisted is a specialized type of die forming that uses a 
high pressure hydraulic fluid to press room temperature working 
material into a die. To hydroform aluminum into a vehicle’s frame 
rail, a hollow tube of aluminum is placed inside a negative mold that 
has the shape of the desired result. High pressure hydraulic pumps 
then inject fluid at very high pressure inside the aluminum which 
causes it to expand until it matches the mold. The hydroformed 
aluminum is then removed from the mold. 
 A Hydro-Assisted devise designed to minimize interfacial friction 
by floating the flange with a thin fluid layer on both sides of the 
flange. The fluid pressure that drives the hydrodynamic fluid flow 
is self generated by the down motion of the punch.
Hydro-Assisted Deep Drawing Process
Notations
rp = Radius of punch
rcp = corner radius on punch
rd = radius of die opening
rcd = corner radius on die
t = thickness of blank

rj = radius of blank
σr = radial stress
σө = hoop stress
dθ = angle made by element at job axis
Ph = blank holder pressure
P = radial pressure of fluid
τ = Shear stress acting by the fluid on each side of element
2 τ = Total Shear stress acted by the fluid on the Element
dr = width of element
r = radial distance of blank element from job axis
σo = yield stress
τ = Radial stress at die corner.
C = clearance between die and
punch = rd - rp
(dy)1 = distance between upper surface of the blank element and 
blank holder
(dy)2 = distance between lower surface of the blank element and 
die surface
dy = distance maintained by blank element from both blank holder 
and die surface
1 τ = shear stress acted by fluid on upper surface of the blank 
element
2 τ = shear stress acted by fluid on lower surface of the blank 
element
du = velocity of the blank element relative to blank holder and 
die surface
τ  = dynamic viscosity or absolute viscosity or Viscosity of 
fluid
A τ = 2 τ , the total shear stress acting by the fluid on the blank 
element
h = height of the gap = thickness of fluid

E. Work Piece Materials and Power Requirements
Softer materials are much easier to deform and therefore require 
less force to draw. The followingd is a table demonstrating the 
draw force to percent reduction of commonly used materials.
Drawing force required for various materials and reductions 
[kN] 

Material
Percent reduction
39% 43% 47% 50%

Aluminium 88 101 113 126
Brass 117 134 151 168
Cold-rolled steel 127 145 163 181
Stainless steel 166 190 214 238

F. Tool Materials
Punches and dies are typically made of tool steel, however carbon 
steel is cheaper, but not as hard and is therefore used in less severe 
applications, it is also common to see cemented carbides used 
where high wear and abrasive resistance is present. Alloy steels 
are normally used for the ejector system to kick the part out and 
in durable and heat resistant blank holders. 
Hydro-Assisted allows complex shapes with concavities to be 
formed, which would be difficult or impossible with standard 
solid die stamping. Hydroformed parts can often be made with a 
higher stiffness-to-weight ratio and at a lower per unit cost than 
traditional stamped or stamped and welded parts. Virtually all 
metals capable of cold forming can be hydroformed, including 
aluminum, brass, carbon and stainless steel, copper, and high 
strength alloys.
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G. Application of Hydro-Assisted
Hydro-Assisted benefits include weight savings, strength 
improvement, part reduction, and additional design options. 
Hydroformed component features can include changing cross 
sections with varying corner radii and curved sections. Engineers 
and part designers must consider material properties such as yield 
strength, ultimate strength, and allowable elongation in the design 
of a component. Materials commonly formed are brass, stainless 
steel, carbon steel, and aluminum. 

Fig. 3: Hydro-Assisted Deep Drawing

The demand for lighter component solutions remains a primary 
driver in the automotive industry. Hydro-Assisted is considered as 
one of the potential enabling technologies to deliver lightweight 
components. 
Hydro-Assisted enables manufacturing of closed sections with 
non-uniform cross-sectional areas along the length by using a 
circular tube as the input material. While conventional stamped 
and welded closed sections need a flange area to facilitate welding, 
hydroformed closed sections enables weight saving by avoiding 
the flange area. The capacity of the Hydro-Assisted process 
enables a designer to replicate the profile of brackets / child parts 
directly on the components, thus reducing the number of brackets 
/ child parts.
The traditional sheet metal components have been replaced by 
hydroformed tubes, leading to lesser components, weight saving 
and an excellent crash performance.
Importance of FEM in Hydro-Assisted:
Although tube Hydro-Assisted is a long known technology, the 
applications of hydroformed tubular omponents has increased 
in recent times, because of the more advanced pressing control 
technology, but also because of the availability of reliable Finite 
Element Models (FEM), that eliminate the expensive trial and error 
process in the development of the tools and components. 
Die surface finishes and lubricants are important because they 
can reduce the coefficient of friction, allowing materials to slide 
through tools more easily. Die temperatures can affect the viscosity 
of lubricants.
The Hydro-Assisted deep drawing Process as shown in fig. 3. In 
this drawing Process, a high pressure is produced in the fluid by 
the punch penetration into the fluid chamber. This pressurized 
fluid is directed to the peripheral surface of the blank through the 
bypass holes and also this high pressure fluid leak out between 
the blank and both the blank holder and die. This creates a fluid 
film on upper and lower surface of the flange and subsequently 

reduces frictional resistance. During the process the shear stresses 
are acting by fluid on the both sides of semi drawn blank at a gap, 
which is provided between the blank holder and die surface and 
the semi drawn blank is taking place at middle of the gap. The 
height of the gap is more than the thickness of the blank.
For mathematical modeling, evaluation and effect of blank radius 
on radial stresses , let us consider a small element of blank ‘dr’ 
in between blank holder and die surface in radial direction at a 
distance ‘ r’ from the job axis of the circular blank with in the 
fluid region (fig. 2.). The viscous fluid contact on the both sides 
of blank element, due to this, the viscous force is acted by fluid on 
the both sides of the blank element. The total shear stress acting 
by the fluid on the element = 2 τ (i.e. shear stress τ is acting by the 
fluid on the each sides of element and it is same).Then shear force 
F1 is given by, F1 = 2 τ x Ac Where Ac = fluid contact area

Fig. 4: A Hydro-Assisted Devise

As a controller of metal flow, draw bead height and shape can cause 
materials to bend and unbend to create restrictive forces going into 
a tool. Increasing binder pressure exerts more force on a material, 
creating more restraint on material going into the tool.

Fig. 5: Correct and Incorrect Draw Ratios

In the illustration of incorrect draw ratio (L), the too-small post 
would cause metal to thin to the point of failure, while the correct 
draw ratio (R) will result in a successfully deep drawn part.
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Fig. 6: Blank Element Region

The remaining key elements affecting metal flow are examined 
in more detail in the remainder of this article. To illustrate the 
principles of metal flow, this article examines two basic draw 
shapes, round and square. All deformation modes that occur in any 
given part shape are present in one of these common shapes.

Fig. 7:  Various Dies Radius of Aluminium Fluid

The draw ratio is among the most important elements to be 
considered when attempting to deep draw a round cup. The draw 
ratio is the relationship between the size of the draw post and the 
size of the blank. The draw ratio must fall within acceptable limits 
to allow metal to flow.

During forming, a blank is forced into circumferential compression, 
which creates a resistance to flow. If the resistance is too great, 
the cup fractures. If the post is too small or too far from the blank 
edge, the metal stretches and thins to the point of failure. 
A draw reduction is a process in which a part is first formed within 
acceptable draw ratio limits and then is progressively reduced or 
reshaped to a desired shape and profile.
The most important factor to remember when performing draw 
reductions is that all of the material necessary to make the final 
part shape must be present in the first draw. Figure 3 is a reduction 
chart for the first, second, and third draws with draw-quality steel. 
Reduction percentages are based on metal thickness and type.
To determine the post diameter and height of the first draw, the total 
surface area of the finished part must be calculated. (If the part is 
to be trimmed, allow additional material during this calculation.) 
The calculated surface area is then converted into a flat blank 
diameter.
The primary step in calculating the first draw post diameter is 
determining the blank diameter. Multiplying the blank diameter 
by the percentage given in the chart, and then subtracting the 
result from the original blank diameter, yields the diameter of the 
first draw post. It is important to remember that all dimensions 
are taken through the centreline of the material. The height of the 
first draw is an area calculation directly related to the amount of 
material necessary to make the finished part.
Minimum die entry radii are shown in this chart for round draws 
involving various thicknesses of draw-quality steel.
Other important factors for successful deep drawing are the size, 
accuracy, and surface finish of the die entry radius. Decisions 
regarding the die entry radius should be based on material type 
and thickness.
If a die entry radius is too small, material will not flow easily, 
resulting in stretching and, most likely, fracturing of the cup. If a 
die entry radius is too large, particularly when deep drawing thin-
gauge stock, material begins to wrinkle after it leaves the pinch 
point between the draw ring surface and the binder. If wrinkling 
is severe, it may restrict flow when the material is pulled through 
the die entry radius.
The die entry must be produced accurately in a fashion that makes 
it true and complete. It should be hook-free and polished in the 
direction of flow. High-wear tool steel should be used for die 
entry radii.

I. Binder Pressure
Sufficient binder pressure must be present to control metal flow. 
If binder pressure is inadequate, the material wrinkles during 
compression. The wrinkles then cause the binder to further 
separate from the draw ring surface, and control of the material 
will be lost. Wrinkles will also be forced to unwrinkle when the 
material is squeezed between the post and the cavity walls. This 
can pull metal on the top of the cup and result in fracture.
The recommended binder pressure for round draws of low-carbon 
draw-quality steel is 600 pounds per lineal inch around the post 
(draw post diameter x 3.141). For high-strength, low-alloy, and 
stainless steels, 1,800 pounds of pressure per lineal inch should 
be used.
Other guidelines to remember when the processing draw reductions 
are:

Design open-ended draw cavities for draw depth • 
adjustment.
Once the proper draw ratio is achieved, metal will flow and the • 
part can be drawn partially or completely off the binder.
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After the first draw, the blank diameter should not change. • 
Other guidelines to follow when drawing square shells include:

Use the minimum blank size required to make the part.• 
Use standoffs to control metal flow, not binder pressure.• 
To redraw a square shell, increase the width, length, and • 
profile radius of the first draw to contain the necessary surface 
area of the final part geometry.

Successful deep drawing is a combination of many important 
factors. Although designing and building deep draw dies is fast 
becoming a science, the fundamental metal flow principles should 
never be ignored, for they are the foundations of a successful deep 
drawing operation.

Fig. 8: Hydro-Assisted Pressure Chamber

The shown Hydro-Assisted process enables to separate the Hydro-
Assisted pressure in the chamber from the hydro-rim pressure. 
Generally, having independent fluid pressure capabilities brings 
more flexibility in utilizing the benefits of Hydro-Assisted.

Mathematical Procedure of Deep Drawing
VariationsDeep drawing ratio
Limiting Drawing Ratio (LDR) – 
                 β = Do/dn
• where Do is the diameter of the first (largest) blank and dn is the 
smallest cup diameter that can be successfully drawn
• Drawing Ratio in general: 
                                βi = di/di+1
• First drawing     β1 =2,2…1,8
   redrawing          βi =1,4…1,1
(copper, aluminium, mild steel)

Calculation of blank diameter
In case of cup-like components the blank is circular
Area of blank equal to the area of cup:

   D0 = 
Calculation of drawing force
Drawing force: Fd,max = n*π*d*t*UTS
Example:
Cup diameter:                          d = 45,7 mm
Sheet thickness:                        t = 0,5 mm
Ultimate Tensile Strength: UTS = 320 MPa
Drawing coefficient:                n = 0,7…0,95
Fd,max = 0,9*π*45,7*0,5*320 = 20 674 N

M. Analysis of a Cup Drawing
• The cup to be drawn:
– Diameter: 60,3 mm
– Height: 104,8 mm
• Blank diameter (earing is eliminated):

D0 = 
D0 =  1,701 mm

V. Comparison of Finite Element Results With 
Experimental Results

N. Finite Element Modeling
Finite element modeling of the TWB forming process makes it 
possible to predict the formability of a part without first building a 
prototype as shown below. Modeling the strain distribution in the 
part, especially in the material adjacent to the weld line is critical. 
Finite element modeling of a part can speed up the development 
of TWB in industrial applications. 

 
Fig. 10: FE Model (Showing Major Strain Contours) and 
Experimentally Drawn Cup

Fig. 11: Tearing Pressure Curve
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O. Application
With formability knowledge of TWB’s and accurate finite element 
models, more aggressive weld line placements can be pursued. 
This leads to more flexibility for designers and better optimization 
of parts. 

Fig. 12: Medium Scale TWB Formability

Figs. (6)-(9) provide a comparison of the sheet-thickness 
distribution after drawing for numerical simulations and for 
experiments. It is intelligible from comparing of simulated results 
with experimental data so that the FEM predicted  trends for 
all of the cases are in good agreement with experimental data. 
However, in some of points such as punch corners have errors 
and these errors have been increased in third and fourth steps. It 
is because of changes in plastic behavior of initial sheet due to 
work hardening. This condition is not considered in simulation 
analysis. Therefore, errors are increased in these cases. Maximum 
error in this simulation is up to 10%.

P. Simulation of Forming Processes 
We are doing FE-simulations to calculate components in the forming 
processes for Hydro-Assisted, deep drawing, stretch forming and 
stretch pressing. The software we use is AutoForm.

Fig. 5: Plastic Strain Values of Deformed Shapes for Each Step

VI. Conclusion
The objective of numerical simulation of the forming process is 
in first order sasses on the market: high quality of product, low – 
cost, and reduces development time of a new product.
In this paper, various cylindrical work pieces have been produced 
with various dies radius with different fluids and FEA values of 
radial & hoop- stresses for increased blank sizes are compared with 
experimental results. For increasing drawing ratio in the Hydro-
Assisted deep drawing, pressure chamber must be calculated and 
exerted properly by varying various viscous fluids. Limited tearing 
pressure curve have been obtained with finite element simulation. 
There are several types of deep drawing process, in that hydro-
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assisted deep drawing process is used. In the hydro-assisted deep 
drawing process fluid with some velocity in injected between die 
and punch. Finally comparison of theoretical & FEA radial & 
axial stresses for various blanks sizes.
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